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NEW QUESTION: 1
You need to replace the missing data in the
AccessibilityToHighway columns.
How should you configure the Clean Missing Data module? To
answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Box 1: Replace using MICE
Replace using MICE: For each missing value, this option assigns
a new value, which is calculated by using a method described in
the statistical literature as "Multivariate Imputation using
Chained Equations" or
"Multiple Imputation by Chained Equations". With a multiple
imputation method, each variable with missing data is modeled
conditionally using the other variables in the data before
filling in the missing values.

Scenario: The AccessibilityToHighway column in both datasets
contains missing values. The missing data must be replaced with
new data so that it is modeled conditionally using the other
variables in the data before filling in the missing values.
Box 2: Propagate
Cols with all missing values indicate if columns of all missing
values should be preserved in the output.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/machine-learning/studiomodule-reference/clean-missing-data

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. Select Plus
B. Enterprise Subscription Agreement
C. Select License
D. Enterprise Agreement
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are a warehouse manager for an office supply retail
company.
There is concern that the on-hand inventory for staplers in
your warehouse is incorrect.
You need to correct the current on-hand inventory for your
items.
Which two journal types will allow you to count on-hand
inventory? Each correct answer is part of the solution.
A. Bill of materials (BOM)
B. Tag counting
C. Counting
D. Production input
Answer: B,C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/unified-operations
/supply-chain/inventory/inventory-tag- counting
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/unified-operations
/supply-chain/inventory/tasks/count- inventory-warehouse

NEW QUESTION: 4
During the planning stage of a project, what customer
information should be requested to ensure requirements are
successfully gathered? Choose 3 answers
A. Company financial information
B. Organizational chart with titles

C. List of stakeholders with roles and titles
D. Key reports from the current system
E. List of required objects and fields
Answer: B,D,E
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